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Abstract

Hematopoiesis is a key process that leads to the formation of all blood cell lineages from a specialized, multipotent cell, named the Hematopoietic Stem Cell (HSC). During development, the embryo produces several waves of hematopoiesis that produce specialized subsets of hematopoietic cells. Tissue interactions and cell signaling play an essential role in developmental hematopoiesis by allowing the formation of hematopoietic and endothelial cells (EC) from the mesoderm in particular in the yolk sac and by instructing the different generations of hematopoietic cells (HC). The embryonic aorta is another site wherein tissue interaction is essential for the production of the first HSCs that is achieved from a specialized subset of hemogenic endothelial cells. This production is tightly time- and space-controlled with the transcription factor Runx1 and the Notch signaling pathway playing a key role in this process and the surrounding tissues controlling the aortic shape and fate. Here we shall briefly review how hemogenic EC differentiate from the mesoderm, how the different aortic components assemble coordinately to establish the dorso-ventral polarity resulting in the initiation of Runx1 expression in hemogenic EC and the initiation of the hematopoietic program through modulation of the Notch-Runx1 axis. These data should help elucidate the first steps in HSC commitment and bring further insights into the manipulation of adult HSCs.
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Introduction

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are specialized multipotent stem cells that emerge during early embryogenesis, whose functions are to maintain hematopoiesis throughout the entire lifespan of the organism. In the adult, HSCs are located in the bone marrow where they self-renew and differentiate to give rise to all blood cell lineages. However, despite at least two decades of intense investigations, their embryological origin remains controversial. It is well accepted that embryonic and fetal hematopoiesis are separated into three waves that occur at different times and locations. The first wave takes place very early during development i.e. Embryonic day (E) 7.25 [1] for the mouse embryo and at 19-22 hours of incubation for the chick [2, 3]. This wave gives rise to primitive erythroid cells, macrophages and megakaryocytes. From E8.9 in the mouse i.e. shortly after the onset of primitive hematopoiesis, the first definitive (adult-type) hematopoietic cells emerge from the yolk sac. These cells are definitive erythroid and myeloid progenitors but a recent report indicates that an immune-
restricted, lymphoid-primed progenitor also emerges in the yolk sac before colonizing the fetal liver [4]. Similar erythroid and myeloid progenies were shown to take place in the chick yolk sac at a slightly different time between E6 and E12 [5]. The third wave occurs in the embryo and is characterized by the production of HSCs and adult-type erythromyeloid progenitors from ECs of the aorta and associated arteries through the stereotyped production of intra-aortic hematopoietic cell clusters (IAHC). It was shown however that both cell types originate from distinct types of endothelium [6] suggesting the existence of specialized subsets of EC and/or microenvironments.

In this review, we will focus on some aspects of cell–cell interactions that appear to be the hallmarks of embryonic hematopoietic cell emergence.

The close proximity between endothelial and hematopoietic cells:

In vertebrates, the first elements of the blood-forming system differentiate from the mesoderm during gastrulation. The original observation that hematopoietic and endothelial lineages differentiated simultaneously in the yolk sac to form blood islands [7, 8] led to the hypothesis that both cell types were generated from a common mesodermal precursor, the hemangioblast [8]. The yolk sac blood islands wherefrom the first HC emerge are indeed constituted of and outer layer of EC an a core of HC. The possible common origin of both cell types constituted a biological enigma that is not completely solved after a quarter century of investigations. Studies on embryonic stem cells reveal that hematopoietic and vascular commitment can be completely recapitulated in vitro using controlled culture systems. These studies were also instrumental to demonstrate that hematopoietic and endothelial precursors can develop from the same cell [9, 10] hence revealing the existence of the hemangioblast postulated half a century ago.

The fact that the AGM region harbors IAHC tightly associated to the aortic endothelium was suggestive of an aorta-borne hematopoietic production by specialized EC, qualified as hemogenic. This idea was reinforced by the observation that EC and HC share common markers i.e., CD34, VE cadherin, and by the fact that Flk-1 and Tie2 knock-out mice showed defects in both hematopoietic and endothelial lineages [11-14]. Using lineage-tracing experiments in chicks [15, 16] or in mice [17-19] IAHC were shown to derive from the endothelium through a dynamic process called endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition (EHT). Recently, live imaging technology in vitro on ES cells [20, 21] and in vivo on living embryos or tissues [22-25] allowed visualizing the de novo production of phenotypically defined HSC or progenitor cells from the aortic endothelium.

The crucial role of the endoderm:

Interactions between neighboring tissue are required for developmental patterning. The endoderm has long been proposed to play an early role during commitment of the blood-forming system. By separating the hypoblast (primitive endoderm) from the yolk sac mesoderm and ectoderm at an early developmental stage, Wilt was among the first to show that endoderm was dispensable, albeit stimulatory, for erythropoietic formation to occur [26, 27] but was absolutely required for EC commitment [26]. A key molecule of erythropoietic commitment was shown to be basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF) produced by the hypoblast [28]. In agreement with these results, M. Baron and co-workers reported that early hematopoiesis in mouse embryo was
not mesoderm autonomous, but required contact or signals released from the visceral endoderm. They identified Indian Hedgehog as expressed by the visceral endoderm of the gastrulating embryo and showed that the Indian Hedgehog protein was able to activate hematopoiesis in pre or early gastrulating epiblast in the absence of visceral endoderm [29]. Interestingly in the chick embryo, Indian Hedgehog is regionalized and expressed exclusively in the yolk sac endoderm, the mouse equivalent of the visceral endoderm (TJ personal communication); furthermore, the dynamic expression of Gata2 during the onset of yolk sac erythropoiesis, showed that this factor is expressed very early during gastrulation in groups of cells, likely to represent the first endothelial precursors, in close association with the endoderm [3]. These first endothelial precursors are formed under the control of a VEGF-VEGF-R2 axis that triggers expression the SCL-Tal1 transcription factor and the subsequent commitment into the endothelial lineage [30]. In addition to endothelial precursors, SCL-Tal1 was shown to be regulated by a transcription factor complex that consists of Fli-1, Elf-1, two ETS-related transcription factors and Gata-2 [31]. In addition Fli-1 was shown to sit at the top of the hematopoietic hierarchy being able to activate the expression of SCL-Tal1, Lmo2, Gata-2 and Flk1 [32]. Of note Scl-Tal-1, Fli-1, and Gata2 have been shown to form a transcriptional complex which directly regulates the key hematopoietic player Runx1 [33].

In the embryo proper, production of IAHC is restricted to the ventral part of the fused dorsal aorta, whose origin is splanchnopleural [34]. The avian embryo model has been instrumental in demonstrating the cellular and molecular bases of this dorso-ventral patterning. Such regionalization was explained by demonstrating the dual origin of embryonic EC. One originates from the somite and subsequently colonizes the somatopleural mesoderm. Somite-derived EC give rise to the vasculature of the body wall and limbs and are devoid of hemogenic capacity. Another EC lineage originates from the splanchnopleural mesoderm, vascularize the visceral organs and display hemogenic capacities. Interestingly non-hemogenic, somite-derived EC can be converted into hemogenic EC by treatment with either VEGF, FGF, TGFβ or contact with the endoderm [35]. Thus, it is likely that the hemogenic endothelium of the aorta is formed following exposure to at least one or a combination of these factors present in the embryonic endoderm and/or mesoderm. In addition to the above-cited factors Sonic Hedgehog, another member of the Hedgehog family is specifically expressed in the embryonic, i.e., visceral in the mouse, endoderm at the exception of its medial-most part located immediately underneath the notochord [36] and (TJ unpublished results) and plays a role in tubule formation [36]. Sonic Hedgehog, present in the intestinal endoderm, immediately underneath the ventral side of the hematopoietic aorta was also suggested to play a trophic role in HSC induction and the formation of a dorso-ventral gradient in the aorta [37].

Control of runx1 expression and intra-aortic cluster formation by the sub-aortic mesoderm.

Runx1 is a transcription factor shown to be a key regulator of EHT during aortic hematopoiesis [18, 38]. Runx1 inactivation in the mouse embryo results in the absence of IAHC [22, 39] and fetal liver HSCs [40] with a death at E12.5 albeit primitive hematopoiesis is preserved. Runx1 deficiency in embryonic stem cells also prevents the formation of HC from hemogenic EC [21]. In the chick embryo, we showed that runx1 expression was spatially and temporally controlled during the course of definitive hematopoiesis [34]. Runx1 expression, restricted to the EC layer in the avian species, initiated around 50h of incubation in the lateral part of the paired aortas shortly followed by c-myb and put1. It then spread latero-ventrally to become expressed by the whole
ventral endothelium and the IAHC at 70h of incubation. This lateral-to-ventral progression was suggestive of runx1 induction by adjacent cells or tissues. It also reveals that the aortic endothelium was primed to respond to this induction. The sub-aortic mesenchyme, closely associated to EC of the aortic floor appeared as a likely candidate. Fate mapping experiments with DiI (a lipophilic dye) crystals on cultured chick embryos showed that both the sub-aortic mesenchyme and the primary aortas originated from the splanchnopleural mesoderm. By making a slit on one side of the embryo between the somites and the intermediate mesoderm to prevent mesoderm ingression underneath the aorta, we were able to prevent the formation of the sub-aortic mesenchyme. The slit did not impair vessel formation nor arterial identity, as shown by ve-cadherin and delta like 4 expression, but blocked the initiation of runx1 expression and the subsequent formation of the IAHC. These results clearly showed that the sub-aortic mesenchyme is a key element required for proper initiation of aortic hematopoiesis. However it did not rule out the possibility that the sub-aortic mesenchyme was carrying HC that would subsequently form IAHC. To answer this question, we specifically labeled lateral plate mesoderm by inoculation into the coelom of a dye, CFDA-SE (carboxyfluorescein diacetate n-succinimidyl ester) one day before the formation of IAHC. At the stage of inoculation, the coelom is delineated by two epithelial sheets namely the somatopleural mesoderm and the splanchnopleural mesoderm that will respectively form the mesoderm of the body wall and the mesoderm associated to viscera. CFDA-SE is a lipophilic dye that has been used in a variety of studies to label different tissue layers. This highly fluorescent compound enters cells by diffusion and is cleaved by intracellular enzymes into a fluorescent, non-diffusible product, unable to leave the cell. CFDA-SE has been reported not to be able to permeate through epithelial barriers thus we used it to tag lateral plate derivatives but not the newly formed ventral endothelial network already segregated from the splanchnopleural mesoderm at the stage of inoculation thus ensuring a separation of the two lineages. When analyzed at the time of aortic hematopoiesis, the sub-aortic mesenchyme was found labeled but IAHC were free of CFDA-SE, indicating that the sub-aortic mesenchyme did not harbor the forerunners of the IAHC [34].

**Notch signaling and aortic hematopoiesis**

The Notch pathway delivers paracrine signals between neighboring cells and is known to be of major importance in cell communication and binary cell fate decision. Notch signaling has been shown to be required in many steps of vascular formation, including arterial specification, and long-term definitive hematopoiesis in zebrafish and mice embryos in a context-dependent manner. In the absence of Notch, definitive hematopoiesis and HSC development, but not primitive hematopoiesis, was impaired [41, 42]. If it has been clearly established that Gata2, but not Runx1, was directly controlled by the Notch-Jagged axis [43] how and when Notch plays a role in the initiation of aortic hematopoiesis from the hemogenic endothelium, remained to be determined.

Since EHT crucially involves a cell fate change, we postulated that Notch signaling should play a role in the process. We thus investigated in detail the changes that took place in the Notch signaling pattern during the initiation of runx1 expression in the aorta and the subsequent formation of intra-aortic HC clusters using precise gene expression analysis on embryo section and quantitative RT-PCR on EC and HC populations purified by flow cytometry.
Several actors of the Notch pathway are present in the EC layer and the IAHC during aortic hematopoiesis [44]. However because the Notch-Ligand axis is implicated in multiple steps in different cell types during aortic hematopoiesis, little is known about the precise requirements of this pathway during EHT. Because the chicken embryo is an appropriate model to investigate discrete steps during aorta formation, we investigated the role of Notch signaling during the early steps of aortic hematopoiesis in this model. We focused on notch1 and on the avian orthologues of jagged1, jagged2 and delta-like 4 when the aortic floor expressed runx1. We showed that, at the time of aortic fusion, jagged1, 2 and delta-like 4 mRNAs were expressed throughout all aortic EC including those of the floor. Following fusion, runx1 expression intensified and jagged1, 2 and delta-like 4 expression progressively disappeared from the floor precisely where runx1 expression was the highest. Finally as IAHC differentiated, they formed in the absence of jagged1, 2 and delta-like 4 mRNA expression and at least in the absence of jagged1 protein. The same pattern is observed in the human embryo at E35 (Canto and Jaffredo, unpublished results). To further investigate the modulation of the Notch pathway during aortic hematopoiesis, we performed Quantitative RT-PCR experiments on purified endothelial and hematopoietic populations at different steps of their maturation on both chicken and mouse models. Both embryo species displayed a similar expression pattern of Notch signaling in EC at the pre-hematopoietic stage with a prominent expression of Notch1, Jagged1, 2, Delta-like 4 and Hes1 (a canonical Notch target). The EC-associated expression pattern remained unchanged at the time of HC production, but expression of Notch ligands (Jagged1, 2, and Delta-like 4) strongly decreased together with an increase in RbpjK expression in HC as compared to EC. Although changes were more visible in the chicken embryo, both species followed the same pattern, except for Jagged2 in the mouse embryo, which showed no decrease in HC relative to EC in agreement with a critical role demonstrated for Jagged1 but not for Jagged2 [45] during aortic hematopoiesis in this species. This decrease in Notch signaling was confirmed using a Runx1-GFP reporter mouse [46] to analyze Hes1 expression in purified populations of hemogenic endothelium (Runx1-GFP⁺CD144⁺CD41⁻CD45⁻), immature HC (Runx1-GFP⁺CD144⁺CD41⁺CD45⁻), and two more mature HC populations (Runx1-GFP⁺CD144⁺CD41⁺CD45⁺ and Runx1-GFP⁺CD144⁺CD41⁻CD45⁺) at the 40–45 somite pair stage (E11.5). All three HC populations showed reduced levels of Hes1 expression relative to ECs. Together, these data suggest that Notch signaling is reduced in HC relative to hemogenic EC and that decreased still further as HC matured in the aorta. Finally when we tracked Notch activity using a reporter plasmid, we concluded that Notch was expressed in EC and in the sub-aortic mesenchyme whereas EHT is accompanied by a decrease in Notch activation and more generally in Notch signaling.

**Insights into BMP/TGFβ signaling**

BMP signaling is a key event during ventral mesoderm commitment and its subsequent induction into hematopoietic cells. In zebrafish [47], mouse [48] or human [49] embryos, BMP4 is expressed in the mesenchyme underlying the aorta and was shown to be required for HSC maintenance [48]. Wilkinson et al showed that Bmp4 is required for HSC emergence in the ventral wall of the zebrafish aorta and contributes, along with Sonic Hedgehog expressed dorsally, to polarize the vessel [47]. BMP4 thus looked as a good candidate to control or promote aortic hematopoiesis.
BMPs are members of the BMP/TGF-β superfamily that bind type II and type I serine-threonine kinase receptors, and transduce signals through Smad and non-Smad signaling pathways [50]. Aiming to characterize the BMP/TGFβ requirements for hematopoietic emergence in the aorta, we undertook a systematic analysis of the BMP/TGFβ pathway in flow cytometry-sorted ECs and HCs of the mouse and chicken aorta using quantitative PCR, in situ hybridization or immunohistochemistry and functional validation using Dorsomorphin, a chemical inhibitor of Smad phosphorylation. We found that expression of Alk1, BmpR2 and Endoglin as type I, II and III receptors respectively characterize the endothelium. This association is typical of TGFβ-mediated signaling and indeed the ligand was also found expressed in the endothelium indicating a self-autonomous mechanism. Smad6 and, to a less extent Smad 7 were also found significantly increased in the endothelial fraction indicating a tight control of the pathway as previously reported [51]. Interestingly the presence of a BMP-specific signaling pathway was less prominent. The presence of a strong phosphorylated Smad1, 5, 8 signal in the endothelium together with Alk1 and BmpR2 is in keeping with an early role of TGFβ during angioblast migration and vessel formation [52]. This endothelial signature persists at the time of hematopoiesis. Hematopoietic formation was accompanied by a strong decrease of the TGFβ pathway without any significant increase in the BMP pathway. Indeed hematopoietic clusters were devoid of any TGFβ or BMP-specific phosphorylated Smads and Alk1 expression was lost in IAHC both at the mRNA and protein levels indicating a collapse in the BMP/TGFβ pathway is required for hematopoiesis to proceed. Treatment of the embryos with dorsomorphin, an inhibitor of Smad phosphorylation, significantly promotes hematopoietic production in chick embryos. Taken together, these results indicate that inhibition of the BMP/TGFβ pathway is a critical event in the endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition and the subsequent formation of aortic hematopoiesis (submitted).

Conclusion.

The cellular mechanisms by which hematopoietic (stem) cells are generated during embryonic development are quite well understood; however the molecular events that precisely control spatial and temporal cell emergence remain unclear. The aorta microenvironment is likely to be the source of a cross talk between different signaling pathways that contribute to its regionalized pattern and provide the proper signals to the committed splanchnopleural endothelium. Here we have disclosed a temporally restricted decrease of Notch and BMP/TGFβ signaling to initiate hematopoiesis from the hemogenic endothelium. This has been possible, thanks to the avian model that allows identification of discrete steps in the EHT process but also to the comparison of avian and mouse species, which allows to cross-validate the expression patterns and to identify mechanisms, conserved between species.
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**Figure Legend**

Developmental history of the aorta, its EC and HC-associated gene lineages and expression of the Notch pathway.

Boxes lateral to the drawings indicate the expression of the Notch pathway as well as that of hematopoietic-specific genes. The size of the letters stipulates the relative levels of mRNA expression.

A. Early formation of the vascular network. Angioblast (orange) commitment has occurred close to the endoderm and the splanchnopleural mesoderm (pink) but lumenization has not taken place yet.

B. Before fusion of the aortic anlagen. Aortic EC (orange) derive from the splanchnopleural mesoderm. As the embryo develops, the splanchnopleural mesoderm is folding and comes close to the lateral part of the aortic rudiment.

C. Paired aorta stage. Folding of the splanchnopeural mesoderm around the aorta proceeds. Splanchnopleure-derived cells insinuate between the ventral aspect of the aorta and the endoderm, separating the two tissues. Runx1 becomes expressed in EC (red) having contact with the underlying mesenchyme. The somite provides EC (yellow) that are going to migrate to the body wall and the aorta.

D. Immediately before fusion. Cells of the splanchnopleural mesoderm keep on separating the ventral aspect of the aorta from the endoderm. ECs of the initial roof (splanchnopleural origin, orange) have been replaced by ECs from the somite (yellow). Cells contacting the splanchnopleural mesoderm now express runx1 (red) and initiate c-myb and pu.1 expression.

E. Single aorta stage. Ventral (runx1-positive, red) and dorsal (runx1-negative, yellow) EC populations are represented. The lateral-most hemogenic EC begin to undergo EHT and thickened.

G. Hematopoietic stage. Same legend as in E except that budding HC clusters are now present.

Legends: Ao: aorta; En: endoderm; N: notochord; NT: neural tube; S: somite; So: somatopleural mesoderm; Sp: splanchnopleural mesoderm.
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